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Dear Parents/Carers,
For our Year 11 and 13 students, GCSE
and A Level mock examinations have been
the main focus in Term 3. Both year groups
received their results in special assemblies, in
a similar way to how they will receive them
in the summer. Although students are always
keen to know their grades, we emphasise the
real importance of the mocks – they are a
key part of the learning process and a stage
on their journey towards the final
examinations in the summer. It is essential
that students reflect, with
their teachers, about how
they did, and where they
need to focus their efforts
and seek extra support, if
needed, over the coming
weeks and months. We have
been very impressed with
their mature approach to their learning and
progress and w every confidence that with a
very positive, determined attitude and much
hard work, they can all achieve the grades
they are aiming for in the summer.
Parents/carers will be aware that the
school achieved exceptional examination
results in 2019. The final Government
Performance Tables for GCSE were published
on Thursday 6th February and we were
incredibly pleased that our 2019 Year 11
students were placed 1st in Kent for progress
and 29th nationally. This is a superb
achievement for our fantastic students and
excellent teachers and support staff, and
demonstrates that Dartford Grammar School
for Girls is a very special school. As ever I am
extremely proud to be the Headteacher of
our school community.
We were also delighted when we
received news of the number of applications
for entry to the school both for Year 7 and
Year 12 (external) in September 2020. For
Year 7 we have the highest ever number of
first choices and once again, we are the most
heavily oversubscribed girls’ grammar school
in Kent. For Year 12, we have received an
unprecedented number of applications –

almost 650 – for on average, less than 60
available spaces. This is testament to the
excellent post-16 provision we offer and our
dedicated, specialist A Level teachers.
Although we have had many important
assessments taking place this term DGGS is
always a very busy school community and
with many opportunities for our students. In
just the last week we have enjoyed a cultural
week organised by Year 10 students with the
Head Student Team, Valentine’s Day charity
fundraising gifts, a Year 7 trip to Canterbury
Christchurch University,
Interhouse football for Years
7-8, the House competition
for this term focusing on art
movements, Year 12 students
returned from our Swiss work
experience exchange and
Year 8 students competed in
the Cyberfirst competition! Next term
promises to be as busy and will include the
much anticipated whole school production of
Bugsy Malone.
The Headteacher Parents’ Surgeries for
Term 4 are on Tuesday 3th March from 4pm
to 6pm and Wednesday 25th March from
4pm to 6pm. If you would like to make an
appointment to talk to me at my Parent
Surgeries, please contact my PA, Ms Lorraine
Dance on extension 237 or by email
lad@dartfordgrammargirls.org.uk. All
appointments are initially for 20 minutes,
with follow up appointments made where
required. It is often helpful if parents/carers
can inform me of any specific queries in
advance of the meeting so that I may have
answers to any particular questions. Parents/
carers are also encouraged to contact subject
teachers, form tutors or the Head of Year
with any queries or concerns.
Finally I would like to wish all our families
a safe and enjoyable half term break. We
look forward to welcoming back all students
to Term 4 on Monday 24th February.
Sharon Pritchard
Headteacher
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Governor News
I am pleased to confirm the
appointment of two new Parent
Governors following the recent
election and ballot process, Mr
Waheedul Islam and Ms Amandeep
Gill will formally take up their post
with the Governing Body next term.
Governors are delighted with the new
block of two classrooms and to see
that they are now in use and being
enjoyed by the students.
Governors were delighted with the
final Government performance tables
for secondary schools for Key Stage 4
that were released earlier this month.
DGGS was rated the top performing
school in Kent and 29th nationally, a
tremendous achievement and
testament to the hard work of our
staff and students, of which we should
all be very proud. Provisional results
were also released for A Level
performance which again showed an
improvement in performance
compared to the previous year.

DGGS is a very special school and
we firmly believe that the extra
curriculum opportunities and the
quality of education afforded to all
students who gain a place at this
school are second to none.
Should you wish to contact the
Governing Body on any matter please
contact me via the school e-mail
address or in writing c/o the school.
Finally, I would like to wish all
students and their families and our
staff an enjoyable and relaxing half
term break.
Janice Brooke
Chair of Governors

Mock Examinations
The mock exams took place in the Sports Hall for Years 11 and 13 just
before and after the Christmas break. The feedback from both the staff and
students involved has been incredibly positive. The invigilators and exam
team have expressed how impressed they were with the maturity of the
students, who took the exams very seriously. There were positive comments
about their behaviour, punctuality and respect for the rules and procedures.
The feedback from the students has shown the benefit of holding the Mock
exams in this way as they have mentioned feeling ‘well prepared for the real
exams’, and have had the opportunity to ‘learn what to do and what not to’
during the exams, including using their time effectively, and checking every
page of the exam booklet.
Year 11 in particular commented on their revision and how this had
prepared them well.
We wish both year groups every success with their revision in the build up
to the exam season.
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Assistant Headteacher
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Bugsy Malone
Rehearsals are well underway for the first Arts Faculty production of Bugsy Malone. The
production will be taking place on Thursday 26th and Friday 27th March at 7pm. The Main Hall will
be transformed into a speakeasy with live music, singing, dancing, acting and food. Tickets will be
on sale nearer the time with adult tickets costing £8 and concessions costing £4. Alongside this, we
are running a Bugsy Malone Poster Competition to advertise the production. Students from all
years can apply and should hand their entries into the Performing Arts office no later than Monday
24th February.

Theatre Trips
On 20th January, 76 Year 9, 10 and 11 students went to see ‘Everybody’s Talking About Jamie’ at
The Apollo Theatre in the West End. Year 11 students will be writing about this in their final GCSE
written exam and Year 9 and 10 students will use this production as practice.
Students thoroughly enjoyed the production and some of the comments received were:

‘Inspiring, uplifting and exciting’,
‘I cried and I laughed, I would definitely recommend to other people’,
I felt like, for the first time of going to the theatre, that I was being represented on the stage;
characters looked and spoke like me and the play dealt with themes and issues that are relevant to
me’.
We will also be taking Year 13 and Year 10 students to see Frantic Assembly’s latest production of
‘I Think we are Alone’ at The Royal Theatre Stratford East on Wednesday 26th February.

Staff Pantomime
In the celebration assemblies at the end of the Autumn term, 15 brave staff members took
part in 2019’s staff panto ‘A Christmas Carol’ and performed in front of the whole school. The
students loved it and the staff had a great time making fools of themselves.

Mrs S Westergaard
Curriculum Area Leader: Drama
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Talk and Q&A with
Maggie Fergusson
On Monday 13th January from 4pm - 5pm in the Library, students and staff
gathered to meet freelance writer, editor and author Maggie Fergusson. A
Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature and Literary Editor of The Tablet,
Maggie Fergusson had agreed to come in to speak about her career and her
way into writing.
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Discovering early on that she loved “working with words”, Maggie shared
with us her first experiences of the world of journalism on Harpers & Queen
which led her to writing restaurant reviews and subsequently to her now
favourite ‘long-form journalism’ which is usually feature-type articles of 50006000 words. She has written with great sensitivity on the universal problems of
loneliness and death and for The Economist magazine 1843. Maggie’s
delightful biography of Scottish poet George Mackay Brown was inspired by
her love of poetry and a collection of love letters, written by the poet to his
muse Stella, that she was lucky enough to be given access to. Opening the
bundle of letters that the poet had labelled “Not To Be Opened for the Time
Being”, she knew instantly that she wanted to write the story of Mackay
Brown’s evolution as a writer and so the process of piecing together all the
many facets of his very private life began. He invited her to his home on
Orkney and their friendship blossomed.
As a result of writing that biography, Maggie was approached by Michael
Morpurgo to write his biography which she did and in a joint collaboration, the
final edition featured a series of new stories that Morpurgo wrote specifically
for the book.
Maggie generously donated copies of her books to our school library. One
of them Treasure Palaces is a book of reviews of museums in the UK which she
edited. It is a fascinating read. Her journey into writing and publishing provided
students with much food for thought.
Mrs Mackenzie
Teaching Assistant: English
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential

Poetry by Heart…by numbers!
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21st January 2020
22 Key Stage 3 students
3 Key Stage 4 students
50 poems spanning 5 centuries
4 judges
1 dashing MC
2 wonderful winners
4 runners-up
60+ spectators
84 lines: longest poem recited
over 50% of poems recited scored maximum accuracy marks!
Warmest congratulations to our two winners
Esohe 7C and Mary 9K who will go on to
represent the school in the next round of the
Poetry by Heart competition. Both recited their
pre- and post-1914 poems to an exceptionally
high standard.
The judges decided to give runner up
certificates to two students from each Key
Stage as they were awarded an equal number
of marks so very well done too to : Khhushhali
7P, Jasmine 8I , Soumya 9K and Vaishan 9K.
And heartfelt thanks to the staff who gave
up their evening to enable the event to take
place: Mr Magenis, Ms Crawley, Mr Sheehy,
Mrs Westergaard, Miss Burton and Mr Evans.
And also to my support team: Aleena 11I (Scorer) and Polina 12F, Ruby 10L, Charlene 10C, Rebecca
10P, Ovieya 9H (Poetry Club – Senior Members) without whom the weekly rehearsals would not have
been possible.
The Poetry by Heart evening was a joyous evening of poetic celebration. A wide range of students
shared poems that traversed the ages using just their mere retentive abilities. It was evident that
students not only enjoyed the poems themselves, but also enjoyed performing their poems to an
audience composed of friends and family. The victors received a place in the next round and a poetry
collection gifted to them by Poetry by Heart's Mike Dixon. The students beamed upon hearing at the
end of the night, “you did so well” or "we are so proud of you" from family and loved ones. There
seemed to be a real sense of occasion surrounding the competition and the students’ hard work in
memorising their poems paid off.
Mr Magenis
Master of Ceremonies
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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A few words from the winners:
The competition was one of the best experiences of my life! It gave me
the opportunity to not only practise performing in front of others, but I also
found my love for reciting poetry. Although I was extremely anxious before
performing, the kind words of support from everyone was enough to calm
me down. I am a very quiet person, but I found that performing isn't as scary
as it seems!
The main advice I would give to future contenders, is to understand every
word that is in the poem. From there, you can choose which phrases to
emphasise through speeding up, raising your voice etc. I also read some
analysis of both the poems to understand the main moods and ideas of the
poems.
Finally, you must not be afraid to act and look over-dramatic. Personally,
this was the hardest obstacle to overcome, but it's extremely important to
make yourself look as though you feel all the emotions the poem is trying to
convey.
Marija 9K
KS4 Winner 2020
I felt a bit nervous at first because I was afraid to say the wrong words,
but as I went on, I gained more confidence. I absolutely loved it.
It took me 1-2 weeks to memorise The Arrow and the Song, by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, and it took me around 3-4 weeks to learn
Remember, by Joy Harjo.
Poetry is amazing, it's fun and easy to learn and once you have learnt it, it
stays with you forever.
My first thought when I heard I had won was 'Oh my gosh, I won!!!' I
really didn't think that I would win.
My family came to support me and I think that the best parts of the
competition were the poems, the certificate and poetry book I received as a
prize and the heart-shaped chocolates we all received at the end!
Esohe 7C
KS3 Winner 2020

What the judges said:
The high levels of accuracy were very impressive, especially those
students who had learnt poems which were over 80 lines long. More than
half of all poems recited were awarded 4/4 for accuracy!
Ms Crawley
Accuracy and Lead Judge

Great to see so many students learning such a wide variety of poems to
such an excellent standard. It was good to see a record turnout this year!
ISSUE NUMBER
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Mr Sheehy
Voice Judge
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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It was fantastic to see the number of students participating so enthusiastically and I was very
impressed by the standard of their performances.
Miss Burton
Understanding Judge
It is always a pleasure judging Poetry by Heart, and this year was no exception. I am always
extremely impressed by the amount of work the students have put into learning the poems, and
am amazed by how brave they are to get up on a stage, in front of an audience and deliver the two
poems they have learnt. It was lovely that KS3 could be involved this year and I am already looking
forward to next year's competition. Well done to all involved, it was a great evening.
Mrs Westergaard
Performance Judge

Comments from the audience:
The students did incredibly well and it was very impressive to see how they remembered and
performed the poems to such a high standard. It was an excellent evening, thoroughly enjoyed by
the audience.
Mrs Pritchard
I thoroughly enjoyed watching the students perform. They must prepare hard to be able to
perform at this standard and they clearly get so much pleasure from taking part.
Mrs Mason
I thought the competition was fantastic, everyone performed their poems so well. I was
incredibly proud of the students for taking on the challenge of learning such complex poems and
delivering them with such confidence and character. I am glad that I didn't have to judge the
competition - that must have been a very hard job as they were all brilliant!

Mrs Hawkins
I was so very impressed with every single student. They were incredibly brave and dedicated
to this event. The Year 7s made me so proud and I felt privileged to hear them perform.
Mrs Osborne

So what happens next? Our two winners will be judged at regional level to see if they qualify
for a place in the final event. Very best of luck to them both!
Mrs Mackenzie
Teaching Assistant: English

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Hand Made Christmas Cards for the Local
Community
During the lead up to Christmas, students were given the following brief to
earn house points and spread some Christmas cheer:
Christmas can be a very lonely time for some people. In the run up to
Christmas, we would like students to design and write a card which can be
given to an elderly or unwell person who may not receive cards or gifts this
year, to spread some joy intour local community.
We were overwhelmed with the response as 1216 cards were made. These
were distributed to Age UK Meadowside Day Centre in Dartford, Dartford
Almshouses, Darent Valley Hospital, Newham Hospital, St Giles Church in
Farnborough, Christ Church in Dartford, Holy Trinity Church in Dartford and
Ellenor Hospice in Dartford.
Jamina in Year 10 made over 350 cards herself, and her form group wrote
messages inside them for their recipients. Some students produced
beautifully intricate designs as seen with Tomi in Year 10, Julie in Year 8 and
Aishah in Year 9.
Since the cards were distributed, we have had cards, phone calls and letters
of thanks from the charities. A local resident, whose father was ill over
Christmas and spent Christmas day in Darent Valley Hospital, was on the ward
visiting his father when the cards were given out. He was overwhelmed with
emotion on the phone as he described the scene on the ward when the men
opened their cards and compared the images and messages in each card.

ISSUE NUMBER
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Thank you to all the students who took part in this activity, and we hope this will become a tradition in
future years.
Mrs Cooper
Assistant Headteacher
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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After much anticipation, self-defence classes have begun in which students
now have the opportunity to learn the vital tool of defending oneself.
One common misconception of self-defence is that it teaches or encourages
fighting, however reflecting upon our first lesson, it is clear that this does not
hold any truth.
In our first lesson, we learnt how to defend against a knife attack, in which
the aim is to briefly fight back then escape. We learned useful tactics such as
hitting with the base of our hands to the throat area to prevent damage to
ourselves whilst ensuring strikes of high force. To improve confidence we
continually repeated kicks and strikes.

It was amusing to see the progression of those participating; from the start,
everyone seemed a bit apprehensive to hit or kick hard then as time went on
people began to use their full force.
With this new knowledge, I am excited to see how we all improve and what
else we are to learn over the next few weeks. Learning these skills also has
further enlightened me into the importance of the charity we have been
accepting donations for alongside the payments for the course. This charity is
‘no means no worldwide’ who empower young girls in poorer countries by
teaching self-defence techniques and their rights over their own bodies.
Alongside this, young boys are taught the importance of consent to help
prevent rape in the future- which is a major issue in these societies so much so
it becomes normality.
Caitlyn 13E

The origins of Krav Maga
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Krav Maga is a military self-defence system developed for the Israeli
Defence Forces (IDF) and Israeli security forces. The system’s founder is
acknowledged to be Imi Lichtenfeld, a Hungarian Jew who found himself facing
anti-Semitic hate in the late 1930’s. He was a national champion boxer, a
wrestler and strongman interested in physical development. With the
continued rise of anti-Semitism in Europe he realised that his own sports
combat training had little to do with the real world violence he faced. He
organised a group of likeminded young Jews to protect the Jewish areas of his
community. On the streets, he acquired hard-won experience and the crucial
understanding of the differences between sport fighting and street fighting. He
developed his fundamental self-defence principles during this period.
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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In 1940, Lichtenfeld fled the rise of Nazism in Slovakia, heading for Palestine on the Aliyah Bet vessel, Pencho,
which was shipwrecked. He finally reached Palestine in 1942 after serving with the British army in North Africa. He
joined the Haganah (an early predecessor of the Israeli Army/government) and was put in charge of training fighters in physical fitness, swimming, wrestling, and knife attacks. In 1948, when the State of Israel was founded and
the IDF was formed, Lichtenfeld became Chief Instructor for Physical Fitness and Krav Maga at the IDF School of
Combat Fitness. He served for about 20 years, during which time he developed and refined his unique method for
self-defence and hand-to-hand combat. After he finished his active duty, Lichtenfeld began adapting and modifying
Krav Maga to civilian needs.
Krav Maga is designed to suit everyone who might need it to save their life while sustaining minimal harm. It has
since been further developed for civilian training and spread around the world by instructors he personally trained.
It now consists of a combination of techniques sourced from Boxing, Wrestling, Aikido, Judo, Karate along with realistic fight training. Krav Maga is known for its focus on real-world situations and its extreme efficiency. As such it is
taught to military and police units around the world which differs slightly to civilian training.
Courtney McGovern: One of the self-defence instructors

DGGS Spring Concert
The DGGS Spring Concert will be taking place on Thursday 12th March, tickets are currently available on ParentPay.
Please do come along to enjoy the performance

Miss Zgoda
Curriculum Area Leader: Music
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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UKMT Senior
Maths Challenge
Students in Year 12 and 13 were invited to participate in the
Senior Maths Challenge on Thursday 7 th November 2019. This is a
national event, which challenges students to work creatively with
mathematical problems beyond their normal curriculum.
This challenge always provides students with the opportunity to
solve a range of unfamiliar problems by employing their
mathematical skills and knowledge. The Challenge is a nationwide
event run by the United Kingdom Maths Trust.
As a school we have been entering students into this
competition annually since 2004.
This year all the students performed fantastically and achieved:
1 gold certificate
5 silver certificates
6 bronze certificates

The overall highest achiever in Year 12 was Harry 12A and the
highest achiever in Year 13 was Ione 13B - a very well done to them
both.
Harry 12A performed the best in the school out of the Year 12
students and Ione 13B performed the best out of the Year 13
students.
There was also follow on “Olympiad” round for our highest
achiever (nationally). Harry 12A was provided with additional
opportunity for problem-solving in The Senior Kangaroo event.
We hope that this challenge encouraged mathematical
reasoning, precision of thought, and fluency in using basic
mathematical techniques to solve interesting problems.
Achieving any certificate in this challenging competition is
a fantastic achievement and we congratulate all of those students
who participated in their efforts.
Mrs Kantauske
Teacher: Mathematics
ISSUE NUMBER
63
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Year 9 Trip to The University of Essex
The University of Essex trip was a wonderful opportunity to explore the reality of
university life. As we had never been to look at a university before, we were
surprised when we first saw it. It was much bigger and more beautiful than we had
imagined it to be.
As we got off the coach, we were greeted by five very kind ambassadors who were
going to give us tours around the campus. We started off by walking past a massive
tennis court which captured our attention, as we didn’t imagine a university would
have a tennis court of this size. However, this wasn’t our only surprise: as we entered the campus there
was a massive community hall, which contained many shops and restaurants.
After, we were led into a lecture hall where we were split into groups for our tours. Luckily, we were the
first group to go on the tour and to our surprise there were multiple libraries, lecture halls, book shops
and an auditorium. There was even a gym!
Then we toured the student accommodation and were given lots of information about them.
Fortunately, we were able to go into a room and see how it looked. After the tour had finished, we were
brought back to the lecture hall where we originally began our tour. Once there, we were given
information about a job sector which many of us had never heard of before, which was ‘hospitality’. Sadly
it was time to head back to school. We really enjoyed the trip and hope there will be more opportunities
like this in the future as we feel it was very beneficial and we now have a clearer view of what university
life would be like.

Licia 9C and Nikita 9H

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Expedition
Training Day
On 18th January, 110 students from Years 9, 10 and 12 happily embraced the opportunity to come into
school on a Saturday. This year, we are pleased to be expanding our DofE horizons to include the Silver
Award as well as the Bronze. Armed with pots, pans, food rations and layers of warm clothing, our
students were ready for training day.
Our DofE staff, alongside Ben Bullen’s team, did a fantastic job in teaching and supporting the
students with many new skills that they will be using for their practice and qualifying expeditions in April
and June. The Expedition section of DofE requires participants to be self-sufficient. This means that
alongside a two day 24km trek through the Garden of England (not the whole of it, of course!), whilst
carrying a heavy load on their backs and an overnight camp (or two!) to top it off, our students will need
to be knowledgeable in some basic aspects of the great outdoors. This camp craft includes navigation,
basic first aid, pitching a tent and cooking a meal on a trangia stove – all of which they had the
opportunity to experience and observe on Saturday.
The day also consisted of some sound advice on how not to break the bank of mum and dad (hurray!)
by simply using warm clothing that everybody can find in their own wardrobe; how quickly students can
move their hand from a hot gas flame in the trangia; and some impressive tent pitching skills with true
life lessons on the direction of wind vs. the front door of the tent.
The day gave our girls a realistic taster of what they can expect for their upcoming expedition
weekends. One thing they will definitely develop more during their DofE journey is patience and
resilience! Well done girls and see you on expedition!
Miss Al-Rawi
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Centre Co-ordinator
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Library News
World Book Day 2020
World Book Day will be taking place on
Thursday 5th March. Students in all years are
invited to come to school dressed up as their
favourite book character. Alternatively, students
can design and wear a book inspired t-shirt (students must have created
and designed the t-shirt themselves).
Students who dress up for this event are being asked to make a £1
donation which will go to Bood Aid International.
There will be a World Book Day Costume Collection parade taking place
in the Library on this day, where students are parade and show off their
creations / costumes.
During form time, each class will have the opportunity to vote for their
class favourite, Housepoints will be awarded for each winner.

Design a Book Cover Competition
I am running a “Create Your Own Book Cover” competition
which is open to students in all years.
Housepoints will be awarded to all entries
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The book cover can be for a book/story students have
written themselves, or for an existing book).
Entries are to be on A4 paper and must be handed in to
the Library by Wednesday 4 th March.
The winner will be announced in the Library at the end
of lunchtime on World Book Day.
All entries will get a Housepoint, the overall winner will
get 5 Housepoints.

Mrs Hickman
School Librarian

FEBRUARY
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National Citizen Service Trust (NCS)
Champion School
We were delighted to receive a certificate and a Gold Award from the Prime Minister to confirm
that we are an NCS Champion School for 2019.
The NCS experience is a national programme for 16-17 year old young people which brings
together young people from different backgrounds and helps them develop greater confidence, selfawareness and responsibility. It encourages personal and social development by working on skills like
leadership, teamwork and communication.
Participants develop a social action project to deal with a local issue they’re passionate about, and
spend 30 hours putting the project into action in their community. Each year many of our Year 11
students participate and gain hugely from the experience.

FPTA News
Thank you to everyone who has donated to the FPTA via ParentPay. If you haven’t tried it
yet, then it’s such a simple way to support the school and all donations – large and small
- are so welcome.
We’re currently raising money to fund some extra benches for the students to use at
lunchtime.
The FPTA will be selling refreshments at the upcoming Spring Concert, which takes
place on 12th March, 6.30—8.30pm. Donations of biscuits and cakes for the FPTA to sell
in the interval are really welcome, with all profits going to support the school.
Please bring any biscuits and cakes to the DGGS reception, leaving your contact details
so that we can thank you. Unfortunately, we are unable to accept home-made goods,
but welcome donations which are in date and in the original packaging.
Thank you for your continued support

FPTA

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Sporting News
The Kent Schools Trampolining
Qualifiers 2020
On Tuesday 4th February, students in Years 7 - 13 took part in the Kent
Schools Trampoline Qualifier at DGGS. With a further three qualifiers being
held around the county. It was a great pleasure for the school to be able to
host this for the sixth year running.
It can be an extremely daunting experience performing on the trampoline
in front of five judges. Not only were students performing for an individual
place at the finals which will be held in March, but they were also
participating as part of a team of four. Despite this pressure our students rose
to the occasion and as always performed exceptionally well; demonstrating
excellent levels of focus at both the event itself and during the training
leading up to the event.
Forty five students qualified for the finals, meaning they either finished in
the top three as an individual or in the top two places as part of a team. In
many circumstances our students qualified in both categories.
Furthermore, it should be noted that many of students missed out on a
place due to other performers from DGGS finishing above them, once again
reflecting the immense depth and talent that our students possess.
I would like to thank Keith Sleafer for organising this event and wish the
finalist the best of luck.
Miss Culpitt
Teach: Physical Education

Badminton Finals 2020
On Thursday 6th February, we attended the Kent School Games for
Badminton. We were driven by Miss Culpitt to Medway Park for the
competition. During the event we played both singles and double
matches against other schools.
Overall we places fifth out of ten schools. We really enjoyed ourselves
and bonded as a team. We were very grateful to Mrs Coxall for the
opportunity to play and it was a great experience.
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Kirsty 10K
Phoebe 10K
Angel 10K
Rejina 10C
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Forthcoming Events
Monday 24th February

Start of Term 4

Tuesday 3rd March

Headteacher Parent
Surgery

Thursday 5th March

Year 13 Parent
Consultation Meeting

Thursday 5th March

Year 8 Report 2 home

Thursday 12th March

Spring Music Concert

Tuesday 17th March

Year 10 Report 2 home

Tuesday 17th March

Year 12 Report 2 home

Wednesday 18th March

Year 11 and Year 13
Photograph Day

Thursday 19th March

Year 10 Parent
Consultation Meeting

Tuesday 24th March

Year 8 Options Evening

Wednesday 25th March

Headteacher Parent
Surgery

Thursday 26th March

Whole School Production

Friday 27th March

Whole School Production

Thursday 2nd April

Year 11 and Year 13 reports
home

Thursday 2nd April

End of Term 4
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